There is a need for a striking and unique feature in the downtown area. A new destination could highlight historical sites in the city, appeal to a wide audience, and be ever changing. The proposed location of the project and its surrounding areas are in a prime location between Over-the-Rine, a neighborhood rich with history, and a recently redeveloping entertainment district.

Top two pictures, actual photographs taken by students while documenting their site. Third pictures is a rendition of what the finished product would look like.
en Europa

The ever present teacher, mentor and precedent, European Planning and Architecture have long been leaders in the Urban Design Community worldwide. These are just a few examples of GOOD public space usage and design. They are:

- Designed on a human scale.
- Smaller public places and streets encourages more public interaction.
- Filled with energy: food, crafts, children, elderly, and even ‘undesirables’ such as homeless are present without detracting from the overall character of the urban fabric.
- Street Cafes create movement through interest. the center of social activity.
- Street Vendors are a magnet for activity. When clustered they can create street life.
- Corner grocery stores create movement with a

THE DESIGN.

Central Parkway will be reduced to four lanes in lieu of a wider median. This median will accomodate an open-air vending area and create a transition from the ground level down onto the subway platform. The vending area will be framed by permanent, fixed structures that house temporary vending necessities such as counter space and food preparation areas. These vending areas will be a constant focal point. Pedestrian street in A will flourish when events are taking place below. The subway station will allow enough room for any event such as a musical performance or art viewing.